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Once the set 
is polished and 
painted, you get to 
put it up and you’re 
like, ‘Holy crap, that 
started as an idea, 

and it actually kind of 
worked.’”

KEENAN
PERIS (12)

The entire 
production has come 
so far [since] the 
start of this year. We 

painted three flats 
and two doors and 
three tables in a day. 
That’s crazy.”

MARIAN
MONTEJANO (11)

The show was very 
visually appealing 
because we put 

a lot of work into 
costumes, makeup 
and the aesthetics of 

the play.”

ADITYA
ANAND (12)

We have sets 
outside the 
auditorium and 
[in] the Black 

box. It’s nice to take a 
step out of [what we’re 
used to].”

DANIEL
MATHEW (12)

The “Alice in Wonderland” Fall Play was a new but 
familiar experience for the cast and crew. Last year 
plays were pre-recorded both in-person and using 
video conferencing applications like Zoom, so working 
on and performing in live sets was exhilarating for the 
Drama team, though they still took COVID precautions 
into consideration.

“This play was very different from previous plays, 
since we were trying to make it more COVID safe,” 
drama teacher Hannah Gould said. “That was one of 
the main reasons why it was partially outdoors [and] 
why we moved to different locations. We tried to get 
the audience to spread around moving [so that] they’re 
not just sitting in the same space for hours.”

Also unique was how Gould wrote 10 Alices into 
this version as she transitions from childhood through 
adolescence.

“There’s so many different Alice’s and the different 
ages she takes on,” senior lights manager Kira Hahn 
said. “The way that she interacts with [other versions] 
of herself through the different sets is a [unique] take 
on the play that I think people will like.”

The sets were located at multiple locations outside 
the Black box theater and ended in the Auditorium. 
Additionally, to continue to grow the Drama program, 
Gould wrote parts for close to 50 actors.

“Normally the fall plays [have] closer to 15-20 
people, so it was just a ton of work and numerous 
things to manage like juggling several balls in the air,” 
Gould said. “On the tech side, we [work] through really 
challenging authentic problems [with a mindset of] ‘we 
need to make this thing work.’ I feel like I get to know 
them and see their strengths and their challenges in 
much more depth [which] then forms deeper bonds.”

The end result was five sold out shows and a sense 
of camaraderie.

“I got to know students in a much more authentic 
way than I [regularly do] while teaching,” Gould said. 
“I’m able to spend way more time with a lot of them [in 
places] I don’t normally see them in. It’s not like these 
45 minutes where they’re like, ‘I’m showing you my 
best side, and then I go off and do other things.’ This 
makes it feel more like a home and a family.”

One of the challenges that the crew faced was 
when the lights broke on one set mid show. Hahn was 
fortunately able to fix the lights during intermission 
and the show went on.

“The most rewarding part of being on the lights 
team is [encountering a problem] where something 
doesn’t work out the way you want [but ultimately] 
pulling off those stunts and making it flawless,” Hahn 
said.

The Drama Department presented the fall play, ‘Alice in Wonderland,’ featuring students in 
the cast, set and crew

[A] GUILLOTINE ASSEMBLY Daniel Mathew (12), 
Keenan Peris (12) and Aaron Chang (11) work 
together to assemble the guillotine set piece one 
week prior to the play’s first showing. Photo by 
Nikunj Shanker

[B] BOWS The cast takes its bow at the end of 
the show with a roar of applause coming from 
the audience. Members of the crew could be 
seen holding flowers gifted to them by audience 
members. Photo by Nikunj Shanker

[C] PLEAD INNOCENT Senior Rachel Wiley kneels 
on the ground after witnessing five people get 
beheaded. The Alices were put on trial to plead 
their innocence, attempting to escape the wrath of 
the Queen of Hearts. Photo by Nikunj Shanker

[D] THE VIOLINIST Junior Dillon Huang’s violin 
is heard throughout the Rally Court as audience 
members walk to different attractions and converse 
with various eccentric characters. Characters 
and elements were added to provide a different 
atmosphere to the show. Photo by Nikunj Shanker
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THE ALICE QUIZ With multiple Alices in Hannah Gould’s adaption 
of the play, ten actors and actresses took this 
quiz to determine who the real Alice is

The average Alice 
score was

1. Srushti Batni (10)

TOP 3 SCORES
2. Eve Storms (10)

3. Jiya Singh (11)

Score: 9 out of 10

Score: 6 out of 10

Score: 7 out of 10

1) What is the White Rabbit’s catch phrase?
2) According to the Cook, what are tarts mostly made?
3) Who wrote the original Alice in the Wonderland?
4)  What color dress does Alice wear in the original play?
5) What does the White Queen give Alice to return her to 
her own world?
6) Which character explains “Jabberwocky” to Alice?
7) Which character seems to have a fondness for treacle?
8) In total, how many queens are in both Alice in 
Wonderland and Into the Looking Glass?
9) In what capacity does Alice enter the chess game in 
Through the Looking-Glass?
10) What piece of clothing does Alice fasten for the 
White Queen? 52%

 I usually go to the green room after school get a head start on 
my makeup because mine was a little bit more complicated than 
most of the cast. After I finish my makeup, I’d head to rehearsals 
and check out my costume and hang out in the choir room until 
the announcement started. And then we'd normally have a fight 
call where we'd just practice the fight scene. And then I would 
get into my costume and do my hair and when the show starts, 
since I’m not in the first act, I just hang out.”           
RACHEL WILEY (12)

[B]

[E]

[E] WHY? Senior Rachel Wiley, who plays Alice #9, tries to make sense of 
what the Mad Hatter, March Hare and Dormouse are saying at the mad tea 
party. Photo by Katherine Chui

[F] LAST MINUTE ADD IN Senior Elizabeth Lee acts as a mushroom, 
mysteriously moving around the rally court, interacting with audience 
members. Even though not originally cast in the show, director Hannah 
Gould saw Lee walking home in her Halloween costume and invited her to 
be a part of the show. Photo by Nikunj Shanker

EN GUARDE At the climax of the court scene, senior Carmen 
Navarrette, the Queen of Hearts, and each of the Alices commence an 
action-packed sword fight. The Alices came together to take down the 
queen after seeing their friends get beheaded. Photo by Nikunj Shanker
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1. “I’m late, I’m late, I’m late” 2. Pepper 3. Lewis Carroll 4. Light Blue and White 5. Dead Champion’s Blood 
6. Humpty Dumpty 7. The Dormouse 8. 4 9. She plays as a White Pawn 10. Her Shawl

[C]

[D]


